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We report on a theoretical analysis of transport characteristics of a spin-valve system formed by a quantum
dot connecting to two ferromagnetic electrodes whose magnetic moments are oriented at an angle u with
respect to each other. We pay special attention to the effects of a finite on-site Coulomb repulsion U. Using the
Keldysh nonequilibrium Green’s functions we derived a formula for the current in general terms of bias,
temperature, and the parameters u ,U . We have studied the local density of states and nonlinear conductance of
this device in the Kondo regime at different polarization angle u . Our results suggest that the Kondo peaks in
the local density of states and in the conductance can be modulated by u .
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.165303 PACS number~s!: 72.15.Qm, 85.75.Mm, 73.23.Hk, 73.63.2bI. INTRODUCTION
Due to advances in materials science and nanofabrication
techniques, magnetoelectronics and spin-electronics have be-
come a realistic possibility and generated considerable recent
excitement.1 In these systems, coherent charge as well as
polarized spin are both utilized for electronic device
function.1 The well-known giant magnetoresistance effect
~GMR! is such a spin-polarized electronic transport effect.2,3
GMR system can be fabricated by sandwiching a nonmag-
netic metal layer between two magnetic layers,2 and the elec-
tric current flowing through is varied by the relative orienta-
tion of the magnetic moments of the magnetic layers. Other
practical variations of this structure can produce different
device functions including the spin-valve transistor,4 the spin
selective electron interferometer,5 and nonvolatile random
access memory ~RAM!.6 Another interesting and important
effect for spin-polarized transport is the tunneling magne-
toresistance ~TMR!. A TMR device is usually presented by
combinations of an insulating ~I! material layer sandwiched
in between two ferromagnetic ~FM! layers,7 forming a FM/
I/FM tunneling structure. TMR devices have also shown sen-
sitive magnetoresistance behavior at room temperature,8 and
one of the particular attractions of a TMR device is that it
carries lower current than the metallic GMR system which is
a helpful device characteristic.
The high magnetoresistance in a TMR device is due to the
spin-valve effect by which the resistance is different depend-
ing on whether the magnetization of the two FM metals are
in parallel or antiparallel. Therefore, by rotating the magnetic
moment of one FM metal relative to the other, the current is
modulated by the relative angle u of the two magnetic mo-
ments. Due to its importance, there have been many theoret-
ical investigations on TMR structures9–16 where various
transport, structural, and device properties were examined.
Extensions of the conventional FM/I/FM TMR systems to
FM/NM/FM structures have also received attention, where
NM is a nonmagnetic region such as a quantum well,17 a
carbon nanotube,18,19 and even a composite structure20 of
I/FM/I. Because the NM region has its own electronic struc-
ture which can be quite complicated,19,20 the FM/NM/FM0163-1829/2002/65~16!/165303~9!/$20.00 65 1653devices are expected to have more interesting features in
their transport properties. The purpose of this work is to
further investigate the magnetotransport behavior of FM/
NM/FM structures.
In particular, we investigate the quantum transport char-
acteristics of a FM/quantum dot/FM device. This system is
more complicated than those studied before because trans-
port through quantum dots ~QD’s! can be dominated by the
Coulomb blockade effect, and important electron correlation
effects such as the Kondo effect may arise. The Kondo effect
is a prototypical many-body correlation effect involving in-
teractions between a localized spin and free electrons.21 It
has also been observed in semiconductor quantum dots.22–24
For a QD coupled to two normal leads, the physical origin of
the Kondo effect is now well understood.21,22,24,25 Consider a
single spin degenerate level ed of the QD such that ed,mN
,ed1U , where mN is the chemical potential of the leads and
U the on-site e-e interaction energy. An electron occupying
ed cannot tunnel out of the QD because ed,mN ; at the same
time an electron outside the QD cannot tunnel into it unless
the on-site Coulomb energy U is overcome. This is the Cou-
lomb blockade effect by which the first-order tunneling pro-
cess is blockaded and no current flows through the QD.
However, due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, there
are virtual higher-order co-tunneling events which can still
take place21,22,24 by which the electron inside a QD tunnels
out followed by an electron with opposite spin tunneling into
the QD, on a time scale ;\/umN2edu. As a consequence, the
local spin is flipped. At low temperatures, the coherent su-
perposition of all possible co-tunneling events gives rise to
the Kondo effect in which the time-averaged spin in the QD
is zero due to frequent spin flips: the whole system, QD plus
leads, forms a spin singlet, and a very narrow Kondo peak
located at mN arises in the local density of states ~LDOS!.26
For a QD connected to FM leads, spin-polarized electrons
are injected and it is therefore interesting to investigate the
Kondo effect in such a FM/QD/FM device.
In this work, we will focus on two questions: ~i! how is
the QD Kondo effect influenced by the spin-valve behavior
and vice versa? ~ii! what is the nonlinear conductance char-
acteristics of such an interacting TMR device? In our theory,©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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model.27 It is well known that the Anderson model for a
Kondo impurity also describes the physics of a quantum dot.
There have been several experimental measurements on the
discrete spectrum of a single QD, probed by transport28,29
and by capacitance spectroscopy,30 and theoretically Ander-
son’s model is found to give results in good consistency with
these experiments in and out of equilibrium. So far, this
model has been applied to normal systems—QD’s connected
to nonmagnetic metallic leads which are easily biased to
nonequilibrium and the QD potential is controlled by a gate
voltage.31 For a QD device subjected to an external bias
voltage, the interaction potential can be an important factor
determining transport characteristics in the nonlinear regime.
In fact, it may even be more important for devices with FM
leads. Previous analysis of the bias dependence of TMR has
neglected these interactions.9,17,20 Our investigations found
that Kondo peaks in the FM/QD/FM device can be modu-
lated by the magnetization angle u , while the current and
nonlinear conductance also depend on the interaction param-
eter U.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we derive the formula for the current through the
interacting TMR system. Section III presents numerical cal-
culations of the local density of states and the nonlinear con-
ductance. Section IV is a short summary. Some tedious alge-
bra is included in the Appendix.
II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
The TMR device we examine is schematically shown in
Fig. 1. It consists of a quantum dot on which there is a
Coulomb interaction of energy scale U, and the QD is con-
nected to two ferromagnetic electrodes to the outside world.
The magnetic moment M of the left electrode is pointing to
the z direction, the electric current is flowing in the x direc-
tion, while the moment of the right electrode is at an angle u
to the z axis in the y-z plane. In second quantized form this
device is described by the following Hamiltonian:
H5HL1HR1Hdot1HT . ~1!
Hdot describes the quantum dot including the Coulomb in-
teraction represented by a finite U Anderson term,
FIG. 1. Schematic plot showing the TMR device considered in
this work. The quantum dot ~QD! is contacted by two magnetic
leads through the tunneling barriers. The magnetic moments of the
leads are oriented an angle u from each other, and the QD-leads
couplings are GL and GR .16530Hdot5(
ns
endns
1 dns
1U (
n ,n8,s ,s8(nsÞn8s8)
dns
1 dnsdn8s8
1 dn8s8 . ~2!
HL and HR describe the left and right electrodes where a dc
bias potential is applied, and HT models the coupling be-
tween electrodes and the quantum dot region ~the scattering
region!:
Ha5(
ks
@~eka1sM !ckas
1 ckas#5(
ks
ekasckas
1 ckas ,
a5L ,R , ~3!
and
HT5 (
n ,ks
FTkLsckLs1 dns1TkRsS cos u2ckRs1
2ssin u2 ckRs¯
1 D dns1c.c.G . ~4!
In the model above,32 eka is the energy of conduction
electrons in the a electrode and is characterized by index k
5uku, where k is the wave vector. The operator ckas
1 (ckas)
creates ~annihilates! a conduction electron with spin index s
inside the a electrode. Similarly, dns
1 (dns) is the creation
~annihilation! operator of electrons with spin s at energy
level n for the quantum dot region. Although we can assume
a multilevel QD with levels at en , for simplicity in the fol-
lowing we will consider just one level e0, and the spin-orbit
and multiplet splittings are neglected. In our notations, we
have made another simplification that the value of molecular
field M is the same for the two electrodes and the spin-valve
effect can be obtained33 by varying the angle u . In reality, M
shows the difference of density of states ~DOS! between
spin-up and spin-down electrons in the electrodes33 and are
therefore different for different FM materials. However, we
neglect such a detail because it will not alter any qualitative
results of this work. With the model Hamiltonian Eqs. ~1!–
~4!, we now proceed to derive expressions for the transport
current and the associated Green’s functions.
The electric current flowing through the TMR device can
be calculated34 in terms of the Green’s functions of the QD:
Ia5
ie
\ E dv2pTrGa~v!$G,~v!1 f a~v!@GR~v!2GA~v!#%,
~5!
where f a[ f (v2ma) is the Fermi function of the a lead,
and the trace is over both the state index and spin index.
Here
Ga~v!5S Ga↑~v! 00 Ga↓~v!D ,
with Gas(v)52p(kPauTkasu2d(w2ekas) the linewidth
function. The matrix Tkas describes coupling to the leads;
GR(v ,U) is a 232 matrix in spin space for the retarded
Green’s function with U the on-site Coulomb repulsion. If3-2
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proximation, GR(v ,U) is typically written as
GR~v ,U !5
1
v2Hdot2SR
,
where the self-energy SR is also a 232 matrix in spin space
and has contributions from both leads, SR5SL
R(v)
1SR
R(v). SR describes coupling of the QD region to the two
magnetic electrodes. For a strongly interacting QD, on the
other hand, we will derive GR(v) in the following with de-
tails summarized in the Appendix.
In Eq. ~5! G,(v) is the lesser Green’s function which is
calculated34 through the Keldysh equation G,5GRS,GA.
When there is no interaction, S,(v)5S0,(v) can be com-
puted exactly and expressed in terms of the retarded and
advanced self-energies as S0
,(v)52(aPL ,R@S0aR (v)
2S0a
A (v)# f a(v). Here S0aR (v)@S0aA (v)# is the retarded
~advanced! noninteracting self-energy. However, when there
is interaction as in our case, it is not straightforward to cal-
culate the lesser self-energy. We therefore apply the ansatz
proposed by Ng ~Ref. 35! by assuming S,5S0,A and S.
5S0
.A, where A is a matrix to be determined by the condi-
tion S,2S.5SR2SA. This choice of the lesser self-
energy becomes exact in the noninteracting limit U50. It is
worth mentioning that this ansatz guarantees automatically
the conservation of current.35 We obtain
S,5S0
,~S0
R2S0
A!21~SR2SA! ~6!
which is calculable from the knowledge of Green’s functions
and S0.
From Eq. ~5!, the current from the left lead to the QD
region can be rewritten as
I5
ie
\ E dv2pTr@GL~GRSGA f L1GRS,GA!# , ~7!
where S[SR2SA. Substituting Eq. ~6! into Eq. ~7!, defin-
ing G¯ R[@ f L11S0,(S0R2S0A)#(SR2SA) where 1 is a unit
matrix, Eq. ~7! is reduced to a compact and final form,
I5
ie
\ E dv2pTr @GLGRG¯ RGA# . ~8!
Although this formula looks similar to that without the on-
site Coulomb interaction, it is important to realize that quan-
tities inside the integrand are now functions of U.16530The remaining task is to derive the 232 Green’s function
GR which appears in Eq. ~8!,
GR5S G↑↑R G↑↓RG↓↑R G↓↓R D[S G11
R G12
R
G21
R G22
R D ,
where the components are, by definition,
Gss8
R [^^ds ,ds8
1 &&[2iE
0
‘
eivt^$ds~ t !,ds8
1
~0 !%&dt . ~9!
Here, $,% and ^& denote anticommutator and statistical aver-
age of operators, respectively. In this work we evaluate GR
using the standard equation of motion method for which we
refer interested readers to Refs. 31, and 35–38. In the fol-
lowing we outline only the essentials specific to the present
system and we present some tedious algebra in the Appen-
dix.
Iterating the equation of motion,31,35–38 we obtain
~v2e0!^^ds ,ds8
1 &&5dss81(k TkLs
! ^^ckLs ,ds8
1 &&
1(
k
TkRs
! ^^ckRs ,ds8
1 &&cosS u2 D
2s(
k
TkRs
! ^^ckRs¯ ,ds8
1 &&sinS u2 D
1U (
s¯ Þs
^^ds¯
1ds¯ ds ,ds8
1 &&; ~10!
~v2ekLs!^^ckLs ,ds8
1 &&5TkLs^^ds ,ds8
1 &&; ~11!
~v2ekRs!^^ckRs ,ds8
1 &&5TkRs cosS u2 D ^^ds ,ds81 &&
2s¯ TkRs¯ sinS u2 D ^^ds¯ ,ds81 &&;
~12!
~v2ekRs¯ !^^ckRs¯ ,ds8
1 &&5TkRs¯ cosS u2 D ^^ds¯ ,ds81 &&
2sTkRs sinS u2 D ^^ds ,ds81 &&;
~13!~v2e02U !^^ds¯
1ds¯ ds ,ds8
1 &&5^$ds¯
1ds¯ ds ,ds8
1 %&1(
k
TkLs
! ^^ds¯
1ds¯ckLs ,ds8
1 &&2(
k
TkLs¯
!
^^ds¯
1dsckLs¯ ,ds8
1 &&
2(
k
TkLs¯^^ckLs¯
1 ds¯ds ,ds8
1 &&1(
k
TkRs
! ^^ds¯
1ds¯ckRs ,ds8
1 &&cosS u2 D2s(k TkRs! ^^ds¯1ds¯ ckRs¯ ,ds81 &&
3sinS u2 D2(k TkRs¯! ^^ds¯1dsckRs¯ ,ds81 &&cosS u2 D1s¯ (k TkRs¯! ^^ds¯1dsckRs ,ds81 &&
3sinS u2 D2(k TkRs¯ ^^ckRs¯1 ds¯ ds ,ds81 &&cosS u2 D1s¯ (k TkRs¯ ^^ckRs1 ds¯ ds ,ds81 &&sinS u2 D . ~14!3-3
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proximation to Eq. ~14! gives a solution38 for the Green’s
function. Such a solution predicts a local density of states
~LDOS! which exhibits two peaks near e0 and e01U , the
former indicates a resonance transmission through the QD
while the latter describes the Coulomb peak. In order to in-
vestigate how the Kondo resonance is affected by the spin
valve, we consider the equation of motion for the Green’s
functions appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. ~14!, and
we apply the following decoupling approximation:
^^ckas
1 ck1a1s1ds ,ds8
1 &&’^ckas
1 ck1a1s1&^^ds ,ds8
1 &&
5dkk1daa1dss1^ckas
1 ckas&
3^^ds ,ds8
1 &&; ~15!
^^ds
1ckasck1a1s1,ds8
1 &&’0, ~16!
^ckas
1 ds&5^ds
1ckas&’0. ~17!
This decoupling approximation has been known to give
qualitatively correct Kondo physics at T<TK .39 For T
.TK , it is also quantitative reasonable.38 With the decou-
pling, Eq. ~14! is simplified and the Green’s function in Eq.
~10! can be derived explicitly as shown in the Appendix. The
final result is
^^ds ,ds
1&&5
11UY sAC2UY s¯ A
C8D
B¯
B2
DD¯
B¯
, ~18!
^^ds¯ ,ds
1&&52UY s¯ A
C8
B 1
D¯
B¯
^^ds ,ds
1&&, ~19!
where all the quantities on the right-hand side are known
functions of energy and parameters u ,U . They are given in
Eqs. ~A19!, ~A20!, and ~A25!–~A28! in the Appendix. Equa-
tions ~18! and ~19! form the basis for further numerical cal-
culations for the FM/QD/FM system which we present in the
next section.
III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
To numerically evaluate Eqs. ~18! and ~19!, we first obtain
solutions for the statistical averages ^ns& and ^ds
1ds¯ &. These
statistical averages can be written in the following way:
^ns¯ &5^ds¯
1ds¯ &5Im E dv2p ^^ds¯ ,ds¯1&&,,
^ds
1ds¯ &52iE dv2p ^^ds¯ ,ds1&&,.
These equations are self-consistent because the matrix ele-
ments of the right-hand side ^^ds¯ ds¯
1
&&, and ^^ds¯ ds
1&&, are
actually lesser Green’s functions and they can be expressed16530in terms of retarded and advanced Green’s functions as dis-
cussed in the previous section. These equations are therefore
solved iteratively.31 After obtaining the statistical averages,
we then proceed to calculate all other quantities from Eqs.
~A3!–~A14! and ~A25!–~A28! without further difficulty.
For our FM/QD/FM system, we calculated the local den-
sity of states LDOS52(1/p)Im (s(GssR ) at different po-
larization angles u ~units set by \5e52m51). For QD’s
with normal leads in the Kondo regime, there are three peaks
in the LDOS,39,40,31,35 as a function of energy at zero bias.
One peak is due to the intradot renormalized level e0, one
corresponds to the Coulomb peak at e01U , and finally the
Kondo peak at the chemical potential of the leads. In our
FM/QD/FM system, these three peaks are also obtained as
expected.
In the following we focus on a small energy range around
the Kondo peak. For the QD having a spin-degenerate level
and at equilibrium ~zero bias!, the Kondo peak is at the
chemical potential of the leads giving rise to a resonant
transmission through the QD.24 If a bias voltage is applied,
the Kondo peak splits to two located at the chemical poten-
tial of each lead and the peak heights are suppressed since
the electrons dissipatively jump from the lead with high
chemical potential to that with low potential through the QD.
Figure 2~a! shows LDOS(e) for different orientations u ver-
sus energy e . The two Kondo peaks at each chemical poten-
tial are clearly observed. When u50, i.e., when magnetic
moments of the two FM leads are parallel, LDOS is largest at
all temperatures @inset of Fig. 2~a!#. When u5p for which
the moments are antiparallel, the LDOS is the smallest.
Therefore the Kondo peak height is modulated by the rela-
tive orientation of the magnetization of the leads in similar
manner as the magnetoresistance.33 Figure 2~b! shows LDOS
at temperature KBT50.005 and u50 for different polariza-
tions of the FM leads, here KB is the Boltzmann constant. As
usual, the polarization is defined as P[(Ga↑2Ga↓)/(Ga↑
1Ga↓), here we have assumed that the left and right FM
leads have the same P. From Fig. 2~b!, when P50 the
Kondo peak LDOS is at a minimum, and it increases as P
increases. This result suggests that the Kondo resonance is
enhanced when materials with larger polarization is used for
the FM leads. The inset of Fig. 2~b! shows the change of
shape of Kondo resonance on temperature. Since the Kondo
peak is induced by single electron excitations from the
many-body ground state, as temperature increases, the
weight of ground state decreases and therefore Kondo peak
disappears.
Next, we investigate the behavior of the magnetoconduc-
tance. The conductance of the FM/QD/FM system is ob-
tained by calculating the current flowing through one of the
contacts between the leads and the QD, as given in Eq. ~8!.
Calculation of current requires the lesser Green’s function
which was discussed in Sec. II but it actually follows imme-
diately from LDOS. The zero-temperature current is then the
integrated density of states weighted by couplings to the
leads. In the following our aim is to study conductance at
different polarization and orientation of magnetic moments
in the Kondo regime.3-4
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with different polarizations at u50 and p , as a function of
bias voltage. The two broad peaks represent the main reso-
nance peak due to the QD level e0 and the main charging
peak due to e01U . The sharp peak at zero bias between the
main peaks is the Kondo resonance. The conductance value
of the main peaks is approximately independent of P for u
50, while it reduces significantly with P for u5p . This
behavior of main peaks is similar to that of the conventional
noninteracting (U50) TMR system. From the point of view
of resonance tunneling through two barriers, u50 means the
two barrier heights are the same, therefore the resonance
tunneling probability is unity, i.e.,
T~u50 !;
G↑G↑
~e2eo!
21S G↑1G↑2 D
2 ;1,
FIG. 2. ~a! LDOS versus energy e with on-site Coulomb inter-
action U56.0 and chemical potentials mL50.1, mR50.0 for differ-
ent orientation angles. Inset: LDOS versus energy for different tem-
peratures KBT50.005 ~solid line!, KBT50.01 ~dotted line!, KBT
50.05 ~dashed line! at u50 and polarization P50.6. ~b! LDOS
versus e for different polarization. Inset: LDOS versus e for differ-
ent temperatures KBT50.005 ~solid line!, KBT50.01 ~dotted line!,
KBT50.05 ~dashed line! at u50 and polarization P50.6.16530which is independent of P. Figure 3~a! shows some small
changes with P, this is due to the effect of interaction U.
When UÞ0, the coupling parameters Gs in the above ex-
pression are ‘‘renormalized’’ from their bare values, therefore
the P dependence of the effective coupling parameters be-
comes more complicated. When u5p , the Briet-Wigner tun-
neling formula becomes
T~u5p!;
G↑G↓
~e2eo!
21S G↑1G↓2 D
2 .
It is not difficult to confirm, from the definition of P, that
T(u5p) decreases as P increases which is shown in Fig.
3~b!.
Although the main peaks of the interacting system can be
qualitatively understood from resonance tunneling consider-
ations, the Kondo peak appears to behave differently. In par-
ticular, our investigation found that the P dependence of the
FIG. 3. Nonlinear differential conductance as a function of bias
voltage at different polarization. ~a! For orientation angle u50; ~b!
for u5p (KBT50.005). The insets in ~a! and ~b! show the Kondo
peak region more clearly.3-5
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eters such as the relative position of the QD energy level e0.
At u50, Fig. 3~a! ~and its inset! shows the Kondo peak to
increase with P; and at u5p , the Kondo peak tends to de-
crease @Fig. 3~b! and inset#. Of course, there is no apparent
reason for the Kondo peak to behave the same way as the
main peaks, because the physical origin of these peaks are
totally different: the main peaks occur due to tunneling from
the leads to the QD while Kondo peak emerges as a result of
high-order co-tunneling processes in which the intermediate
states are only possible for a very short time determined by
the Heisenberg principle.
Next, we study the spin-valve effect by fixing polarization
of the ferromagnetic leads and varying the relative orienta-
tion angle u of the magnetic moments. Figure 4 shows con-
ductance as a function of bias voltage for several angles u
with P50.6. The Kondo peak as well as the main peaks all
decrease with increasing u and it can be explained exactly
the same way as above. When u changes from zero to p , it
gives rise to a rearrangement of the number of spin-up and
spin-down electrons. Therefore the couplings for spin-up and
spin-down electrons become different and conductance de-
creases. Figures 5~a! and 5~b! show clearly how zero-bias
conductance vary with u for several values of P with dot
level e0521 @Fig. 5~a!# and e0524 @Fig. 5~b!#. These re-
sults show the familiar spin-valve behavior41 in that G is
modulated by the polarization angle u even though there is a
strong e-e interaction U. Again, we note that conductance is
largest at all polarizations when u50 and smallest when u
5p . When e0524, the LDOS is shifted which leads to a
smaller contribution to current from tunneling processes.
This is why changes in polarization affect co-tunneling sig-
nificantly and conductances are separated from each other for
different values of P.
IV. SUMMARY
In this work, quantum transport properties of an interact-
ing mesoscopic quantum dot connected to two metallic fer-
FIG. 4. The nonlinear differential conductance versus bias volt-
age at polarization P50.6 and different orientation angles (KBT
50.005, U56.0).16530romagnetic electrodes have been studied theoretically. Our
theory was based on the Anderson model applied to spin-
polarized transport through the TMR system. The presence
of the strong e-e interaction makes the analysis much more
complicated, however, it is this interaction that is responsible
for the Kondo phenomenon. Our analysis suggests that not
only the resonance tunneling and the Coulomb charging
peaks, but also the Kondo peak, are affected by the magnetic
properties of the ferromagnetic leads. This finding indicates
that in addition to the conventional spin-valve modulation of
the current, the many-body physics in terms of the Kondo
resonance can also be controlled by such an effect. In par-
ticular, a quantum dot based TMR device is, perhaps, a good
system for experimental investigations of Kondo effect since
it carries low spin-polarized current which can be varied by
polarization and magnetic moment of the ferromagnetic
leads. Finally, our results suggest that in the presence of
strong e-e interaction, the usual spin-valve effect persists in
that the conductance can be controlled by the relative angle
of the magnetic moments.
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APPENDIX
In Sec. II, Eqs. ~10!–~14! have been used to solve the
Green’s function GR. Because of the complications brought
about by parameters u and U, in this Appendix we present
some details concerning the derivation of the final expres-
sions ~18! and ~19!.
In order to solve Eq. ~14! for ^^ds¯
1ds¯ ds ,ds8
1 &&, one has to
obtain solution for all the high-order elements included in
this equation. For example, matrix element
^^ckLs¯
1 ds¯ ds ,ds8
1 && satisfies ~from equation of motion!
~v1ekLs¯ 22e02U !^^ckLs¯
1 ds¯ ds ,ds8
1 &&
52TkLs¯
!
^^ds¯
1ds¯ ds ,ds8
1 &&
1(
k8
Tk8Ls¯
!
^^ckLs¯
1
ck8Ls¯ ds ,ds8
1 &&
1(
k8
Tk8Ls
! ^^ckLs¯
1 ds¯ ck8Ls ,ds8
1 &&
1(
k8
Tk8Rs¯
!
cos
u
2 ^^ckLs¯
1
ck8Rs¯ ds ,ds8
1 &&
2(
k8
Tk8Rs¯
!
s¯ sin
u
2^^ckLs¯
1
ck8Rsds ,ds8
1 &&
1(
k8
Tk8Rs
!
cos
u
2 ^^ckLs¯
1 ds¯ ck8Rs ,ds8
1 &&
2(
k8
Tk8Rs
! ssin
u
2 ^^ckLs¯
1 ds¯ ck8Rs¯ ,ds8
1 &&. ~A1!
Using the approximation Eqs. ~15!–~17!, we can rewrite this
equation in the following way:
~v1ekLs¯ 22e02U !^^ckLs¯
1 ds¯ ds ,ds8
1 &&
52TkLs¯
!
^^ds¯
1ds¯ds ,ds8
1 && 1TkLs¯
!
^ckLs¯
1
ckLs¯&^^ds ,ds8
1 &&.
~A2!
Since ^ckLs¯
1
ckLs¯ & is just a Fermi function f (ekLs¯ ) of the left
lead, matrix element ^^ckLs¯
1 ds¯ ds ,ds8
1 && can be easily deter-
mined from Eq. ~A2!. All other matrix elements included in
Eq. ~14! can be obtained in a similar manner.
Next, we substitute these high-order matrix elements into
Eq. ~14!. To simplify notation we introduce the following
self-energies:16530SL;ss
0 5(
k
TkLsTkLs*
v2ekLs
; ~A3!
SR;ss
0 5(
k
S cos2 u2
v2ekRs
1
sin2
u
2
v2ekRs¯
D TkRsTkRs* ; ~A4!
SR;ss¯
0
52(
k
S s¯ cos u2 sin u2
v2ekRs
1
s cos
u
2 sin
u
2
v2ekRs¯
D TkRs¯ TkRs* ;
~A5!
SL;ss
1 5(
k
TkLsTkLs*
v1ekLs22e02U
; ~A6!
SR;ss
1 5(
k
S cos2 u2
v1ekRs22e02U
1
sin2
u
2
v1ekRs¯ 22e02U
D TkRsTkRs* ; ~A7!
SR;ss¯
1
52(
k
S s¯ cos u2 sin u2
v1ekRs22e02U
1
s cos
u
2 sin
u
2
v1ekRs¯ 22e02U
D TkRs¯ TkRs* ; ~A8!
SL;ss
a 5(
k
TkLsTkLs*
v1ekLs22e02U
f L~ekLs!; ~A9!
SR;ss
a 5(
k
S cos2u2 f R~ekRs!
v1ekRs22e02U
1
sin2
u
2 f R~ekRs¯ !
v1ekRs¯ 22e02U
D TkRsTkRs* ; ~A10!
SR;ss¯
a
52(
k
S s¯ cos u2 sin u2 f R~ekRs!
v1ekRs22e02U
1
s cos
u
2 sin
u
2 f R~ekRs¯ !
v1ekRs¯ 22e02U
D TkRs¯ TkRs* ; ~A11!
SL;ss
b 5(
k
TkLsTkLs*
v2ekLs
f L~ekLs!; ~A12!3-7
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b 5(
k
S cos2u2 f R~ekRs!
v2ekRs
1
sin2
u
2 f R~ekRs¯ !
v2ekRs¯
D TkRsTkRs* ; ~A13!
SR;ss¯
b
52(
k
S s¯ cos u2 sin u2 f R~ekRs!
v2ekRs
1
s cos
u
2 sin
u
2 f R~ekRs¯ !
v2ekRs¯
D TkRs¯ TkRs* . ~A14!
We further define some combined self-energies,
Sss8
i
5SL;ss8
i
1SR;ss8
i
, ~A15!
Sa;ss8
ab
5Sa;ss8
a
1Sa;ss8
b
, ~A16!
where i50,1,a ,b and a5L ,R .
With these definitions, Eq. ~14! takes the form
^^ds¯
1ds¯ ds ,ds
1&&5Y sA@^ns¯ &1SR;ss¯
1 Y s¯ ^ds
1ds¯ &#
2Y sA@Ss¯ s¯
ab
1SR;ss¯
1 Y s¯SR;s¯ s
ab
#
3^^ds ,ds
1&&1Y sA@SR;ss¯
ab
1SR;ss¯
1 Y s¯Sss
ab #^^ds¯ ,ds
1&&. ~A17!
Similarly,
^^ds
1dsds¯ ,ds
1&&52Y s¯ A@^ds
1ds¯ &1SR;s¯ s
1 Y s^ns¯ &#
2Y s¯ A@Sss
ab 1SR;s¯ s
1 Y sSR;ss¯
ab
#
3^^ds¯ ,ds
1&&1Y s¯ A@SR;s¯ s
ab
1SR;s¯ s
1 Y sSs¯ s¯
ab
#^^ds ,ds
1&&. ~A18!
In these expressions we have defined the following nota-
tions:16530Y s
21[v2e02U2Sss
0 2Ss¯ s¯
0
2Ss¯ s¯
1
~A19!
and
A21[12SR;ss¯
1 Y s¯SR;s¯ s
1 Y s . ~A20!
From Eq. ~10!, consider the two situations where spin
indices s ,s8 have the same or opposite values. We obtain
~v2e02Sss
0 !^^ds ,ds
1&&511SR;ss¯
0
^^ds¯ ,ds
1&&
1U^^ds¯
1ds¯ ds ,ds
1&&,
~A21!
~v2e02Ss¯ s¯
0
!^^ds¯ ,ds
1&&5SR;s¯ s
0
^^ds ,ds
1&&
1U^^ds
1dsds¯ ,ds
1&&.
~A22!
Finally, substituting Eq. ~A17! into Eq. ~A21!, and Eq. ~A18!
into Eq. ~A22!, we obtain the following equations which can
be solved to obtain the Green’s functions:
B^^ds ,ds
1&&511UY sAC1D^^ds¯ ds
1&&, ~A23!
B¯ ^^ds¯ ,ds
1&&52UY s¯ AC81D¯ ^^ds ,ds
1&&, ~A24!
where for simplicity we have defined quantities B , C , C8,
and D as
B[v2e02Sss
0 1UY sA@Ss¯ s¯
ab
1SR;ss¯
1 Y s¯SR;s¯ s
ab
# ,
~A25!
C[^ns¯ &1SR;ss¯
1 Y s¯ ^ds
1ds¯ &, ~A26!
C8[^ds
1ds¯ &1SR;s¯ s
1 Y s^ns¯ & , ~A27!
D[SR;ss¯
0
1UY sA@SR;ss¯
ab
1SR;ss¯
1 Y s¯Sss
ab # . ~A28!
In all the equations above, e0 is the interdot level, U is the
on-site Coulomb energy, Tkas is the hopping matrix between
lead a and the quantum dot, f a(ekas) is the Fermi function
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